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Abstract: 

Area of emotional content reputation of speech alerts has been gaining increasing interest all through current years. Numerous 

emotion recognition systems for recognition of human feelings in speech utterances have proposed system to understand emotional 

state of human by using aBerlin database, that's one of the German Language. The NN and GMM-UBM classifier used for speech 

emotion recognition such as angry, sad, happy, normal, disgust and the FFT, MFCC and DWT features are used for vector ext raction 

such as minimum, maximum, mean, entropy, energy, TEO (Teager Energy Operator). The SVM classifier used to distinguish feelings 

which include anger, happiness state. The class performance is primarily based on extracted capabilities is mentioned for given 

feelings. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

 

Speech is a complex signal which is comprised of a time by 

various vocal tract system excited by using a time varying 

excitation source. There are various styles of emotions which 

can be found in a speech. The basic problem is to cover the gap 

among the statistics which is captured through a microphone and 

the corresponding emotion, and to model the precise affiliat ion. 

This gap may be bridge by way of narrowing down diverse 

feelings in few like anger, happy, normal, sad and disgust are 

produced in the speech. Emotional speech recognition is a 

system which essentially identifies the emotional as well as 

bodily kingdom ofperson from his or her voice [12]. Emotion 

reputation is gaining attention because of the enormous packages 

into diverse domains: detectingangry, happy, normal, sad, 

disgust and many others. There are many processes towards 

automatic popularity of emotion in speech via the use of specific 

feature vectors. A proper desire of characteristic vectors is one 

of the most essential duties. The function vectors can be 

prominent into the following four groups: FFT (min, max, 

mean), [2], DWT, spectral (e.g., MFCC), and capabilities 

primarily based at the Teager power operator (e.g., TEO 

autocorrelation envelope region) [7]. The category of speech, 

methodologies accompanied are: NN, GMM -UBM [17] [18] and 

others addition to their mixture which keep the advantages of 

every classificat ion method. Characteristic extraction by using 

temporal structure of the low level descriptors or large portion of 

the audio sign is taken will be useful for both the modeling and 

classification methods.In this paper we endorse a speech 

emotion reputation device the use of mult i-set of rules approach. 

The Discrete Wavelet algorithms have been used to extract 

features from input speech signal. It is a classical approach to 

investigate speech signal. It represents the fast-term power 

spectrum of a sound, primarily based on linear cosine remodel of 

a log energy spectrum on a nonlinear Mel Scale of frequency [6] 

in the different approach approximat ion and detail coefficients 

have been calculated by way of decomposing the enter speech 

sign using DWT. The wavelet capabilitiesfor every enter speech 

signal are obtained from 4
th

 stage decomposition the usage of 

db4 wavelets.[1] Similarity between the extracted functions and 

a hard and fast of reference capabilit ies is calculated by means of 

SVM classifier. Here we are usingBerlin database to evaluate a 

proposed system.The relaxation of the paper is prepared as 

follows: Speech emotion recognition using NN is discussed in 

section II, the proposed method of GMM-UBM is discussed in 

section III, the modified method of SVM is discussed in section 

IVthat is observed by result and discussion in phase V, and in 

the end concluding feedback are given in segment VI. 

 

II. EXIS TING TECHNIQUE 

 

In speech processing community, researchers have worked 

extensively on identifying emotional characteristics using NN 

(Neural Networks). In this paper we first take input voice signal 

of sampling frequency 44.1KHz and preprocess the signal using 

median filter to reduce the background noise. When the input 

signal is preprocessed FFT is used to extract the features such as 

minimum, maximum and mean [2] using FFT. 
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 x(n) – Input voice signal 

n, k are integers ranging from 0 to N-1.Then the database speech 

signal is taken and preprocessed using medial filter and given to 

NN train ing in Neural network, Here using the feedforward and 
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backpropagation methods for NN train ing and classification such 

as angry, happy, normal, sad and disgust. 

 

III. SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION S YS TEM:  

 

Speech emotion reputation goals is to automatically identify the 

emotional state of a man or women from his or her voice [8]. It's 

far primarily based on in-depth evaluation of the generation 

mechanis m of speech sign, ext racting some functions which 

comprise emotional records from the speaker’s vo ice, and taking 

suitable sample popularity strategies to identify emotional states.  

 
Figure.1. S peech Emotion Recognition System. 

 

The sample recognition systems, speech emotion reputation 

device incorporates four primary modules: Emotional speech 

enter, feature extract ion, function labeling, type, and output 

emotional elegance. [9] Multi- algorithm technique is proposed 

for emotion popularity from speech signal. The  Discrete 

Wavelet based algorithms proposed for use to extract emotional 

data from speech signal [6]. 

 

III PROPOS ED METHOD: 

 

The general scheme of the system is evaluated and divided into 

three parts.(1) the signal is considered without any additional 

pre-processing, (2) the real conditions are applied to the 

recording, i.e. AW GN channel limitation, and (3) the real 

conditions are applied and then the speech enhancement 

technique is performed.From[1]34 voice signals are used from 

Berlin Database[3]. Thecharacterization process is same for all 

classifications. First we give input voice signal to that add 

AWGN of 3dB or 10dB of SNR by adding the channel the input 

signal will be contaminated with noise using a formula: [1] 

  
BW

R

N

E

N

S bb 
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        [2] 

Where S is the signal power, N is the noise power over the 

system power, N 0  is the noise power spectral density, R b  is the 

bit rate, BW is the bandwidth, E b  is energy per bit, and noisy 

signal is denoted as. 

 

 y(n) = x(n) + z(n)         [3] 

 

x(n) – Input signal, z(n) – Noise signal, y (n) – Noisy signal. 

The KARHUNEN - LOEVE TRANSFORM (KLT) is designed 

to improve the quality and intelligibility of noisy speech signals 

by computing an estimate of the clean signal. They have been 

used to improve the performance of speech signal using. [1] 
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ix̂ -reconstructed signal, 
T

kA – transformation matrix, 
x - mean 

vector, Yi– transformed vector of matrix A. The DWT is used 

for feature extract ion such as energy, TEO (teager energy 

operator) and entropy. These features allow to decompose the 

signal in different bands to identify where is the information 

about each emotion. We have used the Haar wavelet to 

guarantee stability at all levels of decomposition. We choose all 

the coefficients from every one of the feature vectors related to 

the decomposition. First set of features include the log energy of 

every node using. 
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S(k)- normalized energies, dki,l- wavelet coefficients. second one 

contains the TEO of the decomposition,  

 

TEO{x[n]} = 
*

11
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  nnnn xxxx  [6] 

Where x 1, nn x  and x 1n , are actual, past and future samples of 

x[n], respectively. TEO is applied on decomposition to compute 

the energy before passing through the log-function. Using the 

equation 4 and 5 the expression for normalized TEO energy 
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-normalized TEO energ ies, lkid , -DWT coefficients. 

Third one set includes two entropy measures are computed on all 
decomposition wavelets . [1][6] 
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The spectral MFCC features [6]are extracted form voiced 

segments were classified using Gaussian Mixture Models 

(GMM) [17] and a Universal Background Model (UBM). A 

GMM can be defined as a parametric probability density 

function represented by the sum of several normal densities 

components. Currently are considered the state of art in speech 

recognition [17], and have been widely used in emotion 

recognition [18].  
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The model can be expressed according the equation 10.  
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Where x is the D-dimensional random vector, W i  are the 

mixture weights where i=1….M, N(x| ii , ) i=1……M are 

the Gaussian densities components , μiis the mean vector, Σiis the 
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covariance matrix ex- pressed in equation 11. The GMM 

likelihood is given by 
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x is the vector where x={
ix …..

Tx },  is the initial model. The 

most common method for the estimation of the parameters of the 

model is the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [1]. For 

each class to be recognized, the parameters of a different GMM 

are estimated. The UBM is a GMM trained with a set of samples 

from the general population (including samples from all classes) 

and subsequently the specific model for each class is obtained 

using a Maximum A Posterior (MAP) adaptation from the UBM 

[1]. 

 
IV. S VM METHOD 

 

Figure. 2.Block diagram for proposed system 

 

Speech signal: 

Sampling frequency means that PC co llects how many speech 

samples per second. The frequency is higher while the interval 

time of sampling is shorter, which  means computer gets more 

sound sample data in a un it time, so the shape of sound 

waveforms will be more precise.  

 

 
Figure.3. Input voice signal 

Preprocessing: 

 

Preprocessing speech commonly involves removing low-

frequency background noise using median filter. Speech 

preprocessing is the technique of enhancing unwanted data prior 

to computational processing. Median filter is a non-linear filter 

which is efficient in removing noise. The median filter tends to 
keep the sharpness of speech edges while removing noise. 

 
Figure.4. Filtered Signal  

 
Discrete wavelet transform: 

DWT is the most promising mathemat icaltransformation which 

provides each the time – frequency records of the signal and is 

computed by using successive low pass filtering and excessive 

bypass filtering to construct a multi resolution time 

frequencyplane [8].The normally used device for signal analysis 

is wavelet transform, which breaks down a sign into constituent 

sinusoids of different frequencies. 

 
Figure.5.Discrete Wavelet transform for signal 

 

It has one primary disadvantage: in frequency area, information 

about time is misplaced.The Fourier transform is less beneficial 

inanalyzing non-stationary signals, as speech, which has 

sharptransitions, drifts and traits. A time -frequency illustration 

of indicators may be finished using wavelets. The Discrete 

Wavelet rework (DWT) is computed by way ofsuccessive low-

bypass and high-pass filtering of the discretetime-area sign as 

shown in figure 5. At each level, thehigh pass filter out produces 

detail information (Di) while thelow skip filter produces coarse 

approximations. Theoutput of the filters is decimated with a 

view to maintainorthogonality, halving the variety of coefficients 

at each generation. The approximations are filtered once more at 

every decomposition step. DWT is appropriate for studying 

signals whose statistics is placed inside the low-frequency areas. 

But, the DWT may not be appropriate for indicators with the 

informat ion mainly positioned within the middle- or excessive-

frequency areas due to thewide bandwidth inside the better-

frequency region. Even as the DWT is carried out via iterative 

decomposition of approximation coefficients using a two 

channel filterbank. In DWT a discrete sign x[k] is filtered by the 

usage of excessive high pass filter out and a low pass filter out, 

in an effort to separate the signals to excessive frequency and 

occasional frequency additives. The range of samples in the 
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resultant output we observe a down sampling factor of ↓2. The 

Discrete Wavelet transform is described by the following 

equation. 

  W(j,k) = )2(2)( 2 knkX j
j

kj  
  [12] 

 

wherein Ψ(t) is the simple analyzing feature referred to as the 

mother wavelet. The virtual filtering method may be expressed 

by way of the following equations: 

 

Y ]12[][][  KgnnXKhigh       [13] 

      Y ]12[][][  KhnnXKlow
      [14] 

 

where Y excessive and Y low are the outputs of the excessive 

pass and low pass filters. Using equation (14) we get  figure 16 

DWT – low frequency signal. We take low pass filter instead of 

high pass filter as it consist of high range of noise. The speech 

signals can be decomposed in sub bands through using the 

Discrete Wavelet remodel (DWT) four ite rations. Characteristic 

vectors are received from the distinctive coefficients making use 

of not unusual statistics i.e. popular deviation, imply and many 

others. 

 

 
Figure.6.DWT- Low frequency signal 

 

SVM Classifier: 

Support vector machines are built by using mapping the 

education patterns right into a better dimensional characteristic 

area wherein the factors may be separated via the use of a 

hyperplane. 

 
Figure.7. Support Vector Machine  

 

In SVM approach, the primary aim of an SVM classifier is 

acquiring a function f(x), which determines the selection 

boundary or hyperplane. This hyperplaneoptimally separates two 

classes of enter records points. This hyperplane is proven in Fig: 

7 in which M is margin, that's the space from the hyperplane to 

the closest factor for each classes of facts points.[10] In SVM, 

the informat ion factors can be separated two sorts: linearly 

separable and non-linearly separable. For a linearly separable 

statistic points, a training set of instancelabel pairs (
kx ,

ky ), k 

=1,2,3, ... , t wherein
kx є Rn and 

ky  є  +1, -1, the records 

factors can be categorized as : 

 

10  bxw k , 1 yk   [15] 

10  bxw k , 1 yk   [16] 

 

Where kxw   shows the inner product of w and
kx . The 

inequalities in Eq. (15) can be combined as in 

01][  bxwy kk ,   

tk ,.....,1   [17] 

The SVM classifier places the decision boundary by using 

maximal marg in among all possible hyper planes. For maximize 

the M, ||w|| has to minimize subject to conditions given as: 

min
2

2
w

 subject to 1)(  bxwy kkk  [18] 

This optimization is  named as quadratic optimization problem, 

the Lagrange function is used. Here aim of this optimization is to 

find the appropriate Lagrange multip les. 
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Where W presents a vector that defines the boundary, kx  are 

input data points ,b represents  a scalar threshold value , k  is the 

lagrange multiplier it ought to be k  ≥ 0. For suitable k , L 

function have to be minimized with respect to the w and b 

variables. at the equal time, this characteristic must be 

maximized with appreciate to the non-negative twin variable  

k . As soon as the k  Lagrange multip lier is calcu lated the 

appropriate w and b parameters of most appropriate hyperplane 

are estimated with respect to k .  
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The received surest hyperplane f(x) can take delivery of as 

under: 

f(x) = bxxy
m

k

lkkk 
1

       [21] 

If kx input data point has a non-zero Lagrange multiplier ( k ), 

this kx is called support vector. Using of the data points outside 

support vectors is not necessity for calculating the f(x).[10] 
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V. EXPERIMENTS AND RES ULTS: 

 

DATABAS E CREATION 

 

In order to recognize the feelings over the emotions , thesame 

wide variety of utterances (BERILIN DATABASE) [3] was 

decided on for everyemotion at some point of experiments. 6 

utterances for testing and the rest of 12 for training.Support 

vector machines are constructed with the aid of mapping the 

education styles right into a better dimensional function area 

where the factors can be separated with the aid of the usage of a 

hyperplane [10]. Experiments had been made the use of 

extraordinary wavelet capabilit ies inclusive of: Haar, 

Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet and biorthogonal. The most suitable 

wavelet decomposition appears to be DWT [15], four iterat ions. 

The accuracy for SVM is92% for normal signal from table 1.  

 

 
Figure. 8. Results of NN 

 

 
 

Figure. 9.1Results of GMM-UBM (cont…) 

 

 
 Figure. 9.2 Results of GMM-UBM  

 

 
Figure. 10.1 Results of SVM (cont…) 

 

 
 Figure. 10.2 Results of SVM 

 

Table:1 Comparisons of NN, GMM-UBM, SVM 

ACCURACY   NN GMM-

UBM 

SVM 

ANGRY 66 75 80 

HAPPY 20 46 88 

SAD 60 77 85 

NORMAL 66 86 92 

DISGUST - 33 - 

 

VI. CONCLUS ION: 

 

We use FFT for extract ing the features,Neural Network is used 

to classify and obtain results of speech emotions such as angry, 

happy, sad and normal. The accuracy for happy signal was 20% 

compared to other signals. By using DWTbased algorithms 

proposed to extract emot ional information from Berlin 

Database.The wavelet feature extract ion procedure carried out 

and obtained results are noted down. From table 1 GMM-UBM 
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[17][18] the classificat ion for speech emotion recognition are 

angry, happy, normal, sad and disgust. The the accuracy for 

disgust was also low that is 33%. Similarity between the 

extracted features and a set of reference features is calculated by 

using SVM classifier [13]. Finally the performance for SVM 

model is evaluated by emotion recognition rate and 

corresponding parameters are calculated.The results of accuracy 

for SVM classification of normal emotions is 92%.The 

experimental results shows that the performance was increased 

compare to GMM -UBM and NN Classifiers. 
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